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Guva, is a leading manufacturer of international specialized value and fluid control
equipment. They have the professional research institutes and manufacture plants in
USA, Europe and Asia. The products are used widely throughout demanding markets,
including power generation, petrochemical, steal, light industry, environmental
protection and water.
FEATURES
Combining with the experience of
the practical operating mode and
improved many a time, Guva
provides the high-quality pneumatic
actuator PD & PS series with piston
for the market.
PD series is the double-action
pneumatic actuator; PS series is the
self-restoring pneumatic actuator
with the single-action spring.

STANDARD

Guva pneumatic actuator is designed as two-piston gear and rack.
Before delivery, the body and piston must be treating with
Dauerschmierung and hard oxidation so that its life can out the num-
ber of 1 million times. Other accessories of GUVA can be installed
directly because of the modular design, which can improve the effi-
ciency and economy. It id a perfect rotary type valve, such as the
switch and adjustment driver of fly valve, ball valve & plug valve.
The standard travel is 0-90, and also can be 135, 180, & flow control
with special three positions.

Air Supply Pressure:1-8Bar
Temperature Range:-40oC -
95oC,special temperature can be
chose.

ISO5211 and DIN3337 installa-
tion link standard

the PS series compression spring
design is convenient for combining
spring according to the application
Alcohol acetal bearings with low
coefficient of friction

Directly linked to the internal gas,
and dispense with the link of external
tracheal

Surface coating : Hard anodized

(standard)
nickel plating or other special

plating can be chose



Indicator

PARTS AND MATERIALS

CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME PARTS

PARTS

Body

End Caps

Pinion

Pistons

Travel Adjustment

Air Supply Connection

Bottom Mounting Holes

the position indicator, measure up to the NAMUR standard, which is visible and
multifunctional, is convenient to install the accessories, such as the position switch-
ing, locator.

Charactristics

Extruding the aluminum body, the both side of the body is anticorrosive and
antioxidant, which can be used in the normal work environment. Epoxy colophony
coating, PTFE coating and nickel plant can be chose in the special environment.

Connect with the dealer and the manufacturer of GUVA for specific requirements.
PTFE coating and nickel plant also can be chose to die casting the epoxy

colophony coating of the duralumin.
Dual piston rack and pinion design for compact construction, symmetric mounting
position, high-cycle life and fast operation, reverse rotation can be accomplished in

the field by inverting the pistons.
Double-piston gear. The middle and small size is hard oxidized by the cast alumi-
num, and the large one is treated with the cast steel & galvanization. The install
position are exactly symmetrical. it is also has the prompt operation with a long
working life. The direction of rotation can be changed by reversing the pistons

simply.
Two self-contained spacing adjust bolts in the outside can be easily to adjust the
switch tilt to +/- 5 in the position of 0 and 90.  The cylinder bore is more than

270,and the jaw opening spacing adjust is located in the two sides of the end caps.

NAMUR standard. Simply and convenient to install the electromagnetic value.

ISO5211 & DIN3337, which can install the dutch and holder directly.



INSTALLATION FORM

CLOSE OPEN CLOSE OPEN

TOP- VIEW: NOTE THE GROOVE'S LOCATION THROUGH THE AXIS.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE

ClockwiseCounter-Clockwise

ClockwiseCounter-Clockwise

Compressed air is input from A, which make the pistons
of the left and right sides move to the opposition
direction. The pinion runs follow the counter-clockwise,

and the sir in the sides of pinions is expelled from B.

Compressed air is input from B, which make the
pistons of the left and right sides move to the center.
The pinion runs follow the clockwise, and the sir in

the interspaces of pinions is expelled from A.

Compressed air is input from A, which make the pistons
of the left and right sides move to the opposition direction.
The pinion runs follow the counter-clockwise, and the sir

in the sides of pinions is expelled from B.

when losing air, the two pistons moved to the
center because of the effect of the spring. The
pinion runs follow the clockwise, and the sir is

expelled from A.



TECHNICAL DATA

AIR SUPPLY PRESSURE(BAR)

PD OUTPUT TORQUE(N-M)

AIR CONSUMPTION(UNIT: L)

Note: The gas consumption depends on the gas pressure,switch travel, volume and movement
frequency.
Calculated as follows : L/m= cylinder volume(opening volume +closing volume)*[gas pressure(kpa)
+101.3]/101.3 * frequency/minutes.

WEIGHT TABLE(UNIT: KG)

OUTPUT TORQUE(UNIT: N-M)

OUTPUT TORQUE OF
DOUBLE ACTING ACTUATORS

(Model)



PD OUTPUT TORQUE (UNIT: N-M)

OUTPUT TORQUE(UNIT: N-M)

OUTPUT TORQUE OF SPRING RETURN ACTUATORS



OUTPUT TORQUE OF SPRING RETURN ACTUATORS SPRINGS
OUTPUT



PS/PD Series20-2700 dimensional drawing

flat structure

Detailed annotation for the actuator
0665-2000 stem connector in the
flat structure.

The top of NAMUR
 standard pinion

Star-shaped hole dimensions UNIT(: mm)

Flat hole dimensions



The top of NAMUR 
standard pinion

PS/PD Series3500-5500 dimensional drawing

UNIT(:mm)



ACCESSORIES

Series MG Clutch Type Handwheel
The hand wheel is applied to the pneumatic actuator machine. It is
needn,t the hand wheel and worm wheel when the valve is operated
pneumatically. If it is need to open or close when the valve loses air,
the clutch type hand wheel made the gear run and push the worm wheel
to the gear unit. It is allow the gear running with reverse direction and
without this unit.
Clutch type hand wheel is the best choose, especially for the spring
with the actuator.
This type hand wheel is applicable to the valves with 50mm-900mm

calibers.

Electro- pneumatic positioner
Standard type of series PE

This positioner is a device in the control or the system of the
control, which can receive the DC signal with 4-20mA and also can
control the position of valve by transfer air to the angular travel
pneumatic actuator.

 No resonance in a range of 5-200Hz.

The forward direction and the opposite direction can transform
easily, so does the single action and double action.

For the small-scale actuator, it can reduce the orifice of the
positioner in order to avoid vibrations.

Little air consumptions and good economic.

The target of split rang control in 1/2 range can be come true

without change accessories.

DATA

Stroke: 0-90 centigrade
The air supply interface: PT (NPT) 1/4
Pressure meter interface: PF1/2(G1/2)

Protection gradeL: IP66

Intelligent type of series PES

Install easily and automatic initialization (the range of zero position
and travel can be adjust automatically)

Easy Operation

Air consumption can be ignored when stable-state operating.

Many functions can be carried out by the simple configuration.

The external non-contact position sensor can be chose in the extreme
external environment.

The linear travel and angular travel actuator use the same type of the

positioner.

Forms of communication

With the communication signal using 0/4 to 20mA, HART
(for choose)

With the PROFIBUS-PA communication interface

With the foundation field bus FF communication interface

Application
Chemical industry,power plant,paper
making & glass,water & sewage,food

&pharmaceutical

LIMIT SWITCHES PL2/4/5 Series
Model /PL Switching mode Connection form Optional brackets

2-Climate protection

4-Flame proof type

5-Spectial material

2-Mechanical switch
(2XSPDT)

1-inductive switch
(4XSPDT)

N-1/2NPT/A
3/4NPT/B&C

M-M20X1.5/A

Stainless steel
S1-30x80H=41
S2-30x130H=51

Carbon steel
S1-30x80H=41
S2-30x130H=51



ORDER
PD   0020   0   05   D   14   A    /X
1         2      3    4    5     6    7    8

THE SANDARD OF MOUNTING HOLE(ISO5211)

Sizing:Double acting actuators

In the routine operating condition, the safety
coefficient of double acting actuators is

considered to be 20%-30%.

EG:
Valve Torque =100NM
Safety Torque =100*(1+30%) =130NM
Air Pressure=5Bar
Reference to the double acting torque data, the
least type of the double acting actuator can be

chose.

Sizing:Spring return actuators

In the routine operating condition, the safety
coefficient of the spring return actuator is
considered to be 30%-50%.

EG:
Valve Torque=80NM
Safety Torque=80*(1+30%) =104NM
Air Pressure=2Bar
Reference to the spring return actuators output
torque date, the corresponding actuator can be
found.

Need more information, please contact with GUVA manufacturers and leaders.

All the instructions, technical information
and specifications in this article are only
suitable for general application. As for the
special requirements material selection you
need, please consult GUVA manufacturer.

Guva International, Inc

GUVA have the right to modify the product design and

specification without informing the customer.

U.S. Valves and Flow Controls Manufacturers

Http://www.guvaflo.com

0/PD Double acting,1/2/3/4/5/6PS Spring return

A-

D: D-D Flat holes   S: Star-shaped holes  K:Keyway holes


